EZ Does It – Random Trivia

August EZ Does It Trivia
by LeAndra Smith, ADC, CDP

This activity includes 30 questions on a variety of topics. The questions are
accompanied by the answers and additional information for discussion.
There are several activity possibilities:
•

For a group activity, read and discuss the trivia
questions and answers.

•

For independent activities, print and distribute
fill-in-the-blank copies of the questions without
the answers. Also available are the questions
with the answers.

1. When Charles Lindbergh made the first solo flight across the Atlantic Ocean
in 1927, where did he land: Boston, Massachusetts, or Paris, France?
Answer: Paris, France. He made the 3,600-mile (5,800-kilometer)
flight in 33 1/2 hours.
2. Name two of the five senses.
Possible Answer: Sight, smell, taste, touch, and hearing. Scientists
have recently discovered a sixth sense, called proprioception, which is
the body’s awareness of its movement and location.
3. What well-known celestial body can be seen every 76 years: Marvin’s
Meteor or Halley’s Comet?
Answer: Halley’s Comet. The last time the comet could be seen on
Earth was in 1986. Did you get to see it?
4. What country is located directly south of the United States: Egypt
or Mexico?
Answer: Mexico. Egypt is located in North Africa.
5. Where would you be if you were under the big top: at an aquarium or
a circus?
Answer: A circus. The first time a big top, or circus tent, was used
was by J. Purdy Brown in 1825.
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6.

Winston Churchill was prime minister of what country during the
Second World War: Belgium or the United Kingdom?
Answer: The United Kingdom. Churchill actually held the title twice:
1940–1945 and 1951–1955.

7.

What are you looking through if you are trying to make the stars
appear closer: a microscope or a telescope?
Answer: A telescope. The Gran Telescopio Canarias, located in the
Canary Islands, has been considered the world’s largest telescope
since 2009.

8.

If you sell real estate, what are you selling: cars or property?
Answer: Property. This includes an area of land, the buildings on the
grounds, and any natural resources present (i.e., crops, water, oil, etc.).

9.

If an author writes books, what does a composer write: poems or music?
Answer: Music. Johann Sebastian Bach composed 6,791 pieces of
music in his lifetime of 65 years. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was a close
second, creating 6,175 compositions, but he did it in only 35 years.

10. What is the capital city of Japan: Timbuktu or Tokyo?
Answer: Tokyo. It is also the largest city in the world.
11. Actress Liza Minnelli’s mother was a famous actress and singer. Who
is Minnelli’s mother: Judi Dench or Judy Garland?
Answer: Judy Garland. Garland was 23 years old when Minnelli was born.
12. What does a teetotaler avoid doing: playing golf or drinking
alcoholic beverages?
Answer: Drinking alcoholic beverages. Teetotalism began in England
in the early 19th century when the temperance movement began.
13. In the song “Sing a Song of Sixpence,” there are four and twenty
blackbirds baked in a pie. How many blackbirds is that: 16 or 24?
Answer: 24. Do you think when the king eats this pie that he’s
eating crow?
14. Mustard, lemon, and banana are all shades of what color: pink or yellow?
Answer: Yellow. On the spectrum of visible light, yellow is between
orange and green.
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15. How many tires does a car usually have: three or four?
Answer: Four. Five, if the spare tire is included.
16. True or false? Rome is the capital city of Spain.
Answer: False. Rome is the capital city of Italy. It is also the largest
city in Italy. Madrid is the capital of Spain.
17. How many lives are cats believed to have: two or nine?
Answer: Nine lives. Some European cultures say cats have seven lives,
while Arabic cultures purport six.
18. What “First Lady of American Theater” is known for saying, “That’s all
there is, there isn’t anymore”: Ethel Merman or Ethel Barrymore?
Answer: Ethel Barrymore. Barrymore began using the phrase to brush
off curtain calls after her role in the 1904 Broadway show Sunday.
19. The terms pigskin, quarterback, goal, and huddle are associated with
what sport: basketball or football?
Answer: Football. American football evolved from soccer and rugby.
20. Finish the lyrics to this song: “A – you’re adorable, B – you’re so ______.”
Answer: Beautiful. The song “‘A’ You’re Adorable” is also known as
“The Alphabet Song.”
21. What flower rhymes with silly: rose or lily?
Answer: Lily. Some species of lilies are toxic to cats.
22. For what novel is the poet and author Louisa May Alcott best known:
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn or Little Women?
Answer: Little Women. Alcott’s sequels to the novel include Little
Men and Jo’s Boys.
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23. What are the names of the two identical characters in Lewis Carroll’s
book Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There: Mutt
and Jeff or Tweedledee and Tweedledum?
Answer: Tweedledee and Tweedledum. Alice meets the two and
recites the nursery rhyme on which the characters are based:
Tweedledum and Tweedledee
Agreed to have a battle;
For Tweedledum said Tweedledee
Had spoiled his nice new rattle.
Just then flew down a monstrous crow,
As black as a tar-barrel;
Which frightened both the heroes so,
They quite forgot their quarrel.
24. What colorful word is missing in the song title “By the Light of the
_______ Moon”: Bluish or Silvery?
Answer: Silvery. This Tin Pan Alley song was published in 1909.
25. In what country is the University of Oxford located: Peru or England?
Answer: England. Established circa 1096, the University of Oxford is
the second-oldest university in continuous operation in the world.
26. In what country did Mercedes-Benz first manufacture automobiles:
Venezuela or Germany?
Answer: Germany. The Mercedes trademark was named after Emil
Jellinek’s daughter (Mercedes Jellinek) in 1902. Emil was a wealthy
automobile entrepreneur working with Daimler-Motoren-Gesellschaft,
the company that became Mercedes-Benz in 1926.
27. What tennis term also happens to be the name of a playing card: jack
or ace?
Answer: Ace. In tennis, the term refers to a legal serve of the ball
not touched by the receiver. Thus, a point is won by the server.
28. Who completes the famous pair with Fibber McGee: Melissa or Molly?
Answer: Molly. This radio comedy series was the creation of
husband-and-wife team Jim and Marian Jordan, and writer/cartoonist
Donald Quinn.
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29. In what city does the musical The Music Man occur: Toronto, Canada,
or River City, Iowa?
Answer: River City, Iowa. In the 1962 film, the backdrop of the town
is based on Mason City, Iowa, the hometown of Meredith Wilson, the
writer of the play.
30. Which is a freshwater fish: barracuda or catfish?
Answer: Catfish. Although the average size of a catfish grows to about
4.5 feet (1.4 meters), certain species are as small as 0.39 inches (one
centimeter) at maturity. In comparison, others grow to over eight feet
(2.4 meters) in length and weigh as much as 400 pounds
(181.4 kilograms).
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EZ Does It Trivia
(Questions Only)

1.

When Charles Lindbergh made the first solo flight across the
Atlantic Ocean in 1927, where did he land: Boston, Massachusetts,
or Paris, France?
Answer:

2.

Name two of the five senses.
Answer:

3.

What well-known celestial body can be seen every 76 years:
Marvin’s Meteor or Halley’s Comet?
Answer:

4.

What country is located directly south of the United States: Egypt
or Mexico?
Answer:

5.

Where would you be if you were under the big top: at an aquarium
or a circus?
Answer:

6.

Winston Churchill was prime minister of what country during the
Second World War: Belgium or the United Kingdom?
Answer:

7.

What are you looking through if you are trying to make the stars
appear closer: a microscope or a telescope?
Answer:
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8.

If you sell real estate, what are you selling: cars or property?
Answer:

9.

If an author writes books, what does a composer write: poems or music?
Answer:

10. What is the capital city of Japan: Timbuktu or Tokyo?
Answer:
11. Actress Liza Minnelli’s mother was a famous actress and singer.
Who is Minnelli’s mother: Judi Dench or Judy Garland?
Answer:
12. What does a teetotaler avoid doing: playing golf or drinking
alcoholic beverages?
Answer:
13. In the song “Sing a Song of Sixpence,” there are four and twenty
blackbirds baked in a pie. How many blackbirds is that: 16 or 24?
Answer:
14. Mustard, lemon, and banana are all shades of what color: pink or
yellow?
Answer:
15. How many tires does a car usually have: three or four?
Answer:
16. True or false? Rome is the capital city of Spain.
Answer:
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17. How many lives are cats believed to have: two or nine?
Answer:
18. What “First Lady of American Theater” is known for saying, “That’s
all there is, there isn’t anymore”: Ethel Merman or Ethel Barrymore?
Answer:
19. The terms pigskin, quarterback, goal, and huddle are associated
with what sport: basketball or football?
Answer:
20. Finish the lyrics to this song: “A – you’re adorable, B – you’re
so ______.”
Answer:
21. What flower rhymes with silly: rose or lily?
Answer:
22. For what novel is the poet and author Louisa May Alcott best
known: A Tree Grows in Brooklyn or Little Women?
Answer:
23. What are the names of the two identical characters in Lewis
Carroll’s book Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found
There: Mutt and Jeff or Tweedledee and Tweedledum?
Answer:
24. What colorful word is missing in the song title “By the Light of the
_______ Moon”: Bluish or Silvery?
Answer:
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25. In what country is the University of Oxford located: Peru or England?
Answer:
26. In what country did Mercedes-Benz first manufacture automobiles:
Venezuela or Germany?
Answer:
27. What tennis term also happens to be the name of a playing card:
jack or ace?
Answer:
28. Who completes the famous pair with Fibber McGee: Melissa or Molly?
Answer:
29. In what city does the musical The Music Man occur: Toronto,
Canada, or River City, Iowa?
Answer:
30. Which is a freshwater fish: barracuda or catfish?
Answer:
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EZ Does It Trivia
(Questions with Answers)

1.

When Charles Lindbergh made the first solo flight across the
Atlantic Ocean in 1927, where did he land: Boston, Massachusetts,
or Paris, France?
Answer: Paris, France. He made the 3,600-mile (5,800-kilometer)
flight in 33 1/2 hours.

2.

Name two of the five senses.
Possible Answer: Sight, smell, taste, touch, and hearing. Scientists
have recently discovered a sixth sense, called proprioception, which
is the body’s awareness of its movement and location.

3.

What well-known celestial body can be seen every 76 years:
Marvin’s Meteor or Halley’s Comet?
Answer: Halley’s Comet. The last time the comet could be seen on
Earth was in 1986. Did you get to see it?

4.

What country is located directly south of the United States: Egypt
or Mexico?
Answer: Mexico. Egypt is located in North Africa.

5.

Where would you be if you were under the big top: at an aquarium
or a circus?
Answer: A circus. The first time a big top, or circus tent, was used
was by J. Purdy Brown in 1825.
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6.

Winston Churchill was prime minister of what country during the
Second World War: Belgium or the United Kingdom?
Answer: The United Kingdom. Churchill actually held the title
twice: 1940–1945 and 1951–1955.

7.

What are you looking through if you are trying to make the stars
appear closer: a microscope or a telescope?
Answer: A telescope. The Gran Telescopio Canarias, located in the
Canary Islands, has been considered the world’s largest telescope
since 2009.

8.

If you sell real estate, what are you selling: cars or property?
Answer: Property. This includes an area of land, the buildings on the
grounds, and any natural resources present (i.e., crops, water, oil, etc.).

9.

If an author writes books, what does a composer write: poems or music?
Answer: Music. Johann Sebastian Bach composed 6,791 pieces of
music in his lifetime of 65 years. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was a
close second, creating 6,175 compositions, but he did it in only 35 years.

10. What is the capital city of Japan: Timbuktu or Tokyo?
Answer: Tokyo. It is also the largest city in the world.
11. Actress Liza Minnelli’s mother was a famous actress and singer.
Who is Minnelli’s mother: Judi Dench or Judy Garland?
Answer: Judy Garland. Garland was 23 years old when Minnelli
was born.
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12. What does a teetotaler avoid doing: playing golf or drinking
alcoholic beverages?
Answer: Drinking alcoholic beverages. Teetotalism began in England
in the early 19th century when the temperance movement began.
13. In the song “Sing a Song of Sixpence,” there are four and twenty
blackbirds baked in a pie. How many blackbirds is that: 16 or 24?
Answer: 24. Do you think when the king eats this pie that he’s
eating crow?
14. Mustard, lemon, and banana are all shades of what color: pink or yellow?
Answer: Yellow. On the spectrum of visible light, yellow is
between orange and green.
15. How many tires does a car usually have: three or four?
Answer: Four. Five, if the spare tire is included.
16. True or false? Rome is the capital city of Spain.
Answer: False. Rome is the capital city of Italy. It is also the
largest city in Italy. Madrid is the capital of Spain.
17. How many lives are cats believed to have: two or nine?
Answer: Nine lives. Some European cultures say cats have
seven lives, while Arabic cultures purport six.
18. What “First Lady of American Theater” is known for saying, “That’s
all there is, there isn’t anymore”: Ethel Merman or Ethel Barrymore?
Answer: Ethel Barrymore. Barrymore began using the phrase to brush
off curtain calls after her role in the 1904 Broadway show Sunday.
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19. The terms pigskin, quarterback, goal, and huddle are associated
with what sport: basketball or football?
Answer: Football. American football evolved from soccer and rugby.
20. Finish the lyrics to this song: “A – you’re adorable, B – you’re so
______.”
Answer: Beautiful. The song “‘A’ You’re Adorable” is also known
as “The Alphabet Song.”
21. What flower rhymes with silly: rose or lily?
Answer: Lily. Some species of lilies are toxic to cats.
22. For what novel is the poet and author Louisa May Alcott best
known: A Tree Grows in Brooklyn or Little Women?
Answer: Little Women. Alcott’s sequels to the novel include Little Men
and Jo’s Boys.
23. What are the names of the two identical characters in Lewis
Carroll’s book Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found
There: Mutt and Jeff or Tweedledee and Tweedledum?
Answer: Tweedledee and Tweedledum. Alice meets the two and
recites the nursery rhyme on which the characters are based:
Tweedledum and Tweedledee
Agreed to have a battle;
For Tweedledum said Tweedledee
Had spoiled his nice new rattle.
Just then flew down a monstrous crow,
As black as a tar-barrel;
Which frightened both the heroes so,
They quite forgot their quarrel.
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24. What colorful word is missing in the song title “By the Light of the
_______ Moon”: Bluish or Silvery?
Answer: Silvery. This Tin Pan Alley song was published in 1909.
25. In what country is the University of Oxford located: Peru or England?
Answer: England. Established circa 1096, the University of Oxford
is the second-oldest university in continuous operation in the world.
26. In what country did Mercedes-Benz first manufacture automobiles:
Venezuela or Germany?
Answer: Germany. The Mercedes trademark was named after
Emil Jellinek’s daughter (Mercedes Jellinek) in 1902. Emil was a
wealthy automobile entrepreneur working with Daimler-MotorenGesellschaft, the company that became Mercedes-Benz in 1926.
27. What tennis term also happens to be the name of a playing card:
jack or ace?
Answer: Ace. In tennis, the term refers to a legal serve of the ball
not touched by the receiver. Thus, a point is won by the server.
28. Who completes the famous pair with Fibber McGee: Melissa or Molly?
Answer: Molly. This radio comedy series was the creation of
husband-and-wife team Jim and Marian Jordan, and writer/
cartoonist Donald Quinn.
29. In what city does the musical The Music Man occur: Toronto,
Canada, or River City, Iowa?
Answer: River City, Iowa. In the 1962 film, the backdrop of the
town is based on Mason City, Iowa, the hometown of Meredith
Wilson, the writer of the play.
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30. Which is a freshwater fish: barracuda or catfish?
Answer: Catfish. Although the average size of a catfish grows to
about 4.5 feet (1.4 meters), certain species are as small as 0.39 inches
(one centimeter) at maturity. In comparison, others grow to over
eight feet (2.4 meters) in length and weigh as much as 400 pounds
(181.4 kilograms).
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